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TAITK TESTS Ol?A iJOIXELOF A FLYING-BOAT HULL EAVIN($

A LONGITUDINALLY CONCAVE PLANING BOTTOM

By J. B. Parkinson

SUMMARY .

..
.—.-

The N.A.C.A. model 11-B, which has a longitudinally
concave planing bottom forward of the step, was tested in
the N.A.C.A. tank over a wide range of loadings. The re-
sults of the tests are presented as curves of resistance
and trimming moment plotted against speed for various trim
angles and as curves of resistance coefficient at best
trim angle, best ,trim angle, and trimming-moment coeffi-
cient at best trim angle plotted against speed coeffi.ci.erit.
The characteristics of the form at the optimum trim are
compared with those of i?.A.C.A. model 11-C, which has the
sane form with the exception of a planing bottom longitu-
dinally straight near the step. Photographs of the models ‘“-—
%eing towed in the tank are included for a comparison of
the spray patterns. —

At the best angl~s of trim in each case, model 11-B
has lower resistance at high speeds, a higher maximum pos-
itive trimming moment near the hump speed, and a mor-6 fa=
vorable spray pattern than that of model 11-C. —

INTRODUCTION
..

The portion of a flying-boat hull or seaplane float
forward of the step supports a large part of the total
load during take-off and receives the major portion of the
impact in alighting. Its proper for~ is a compromise re-
sulting from considerations of water resistance, drag ‘fti--
flight, and shock-absorbing qualities. The most common
solution is fundamentally a V-bottom planing surface having
a straight or slightly convex ~rofile near the step.

As a part of a comprehensive study of planing phenom-
-...—

ens, Sottorf (reference 1) investigated two planing sur-
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faces that were transversely flat but longitudinally con-
cave. The surfaces were tested at vario-as angles of trim
for a load coefficient CA of 0.65 and a speed coefficient-

Cv of 3055. The ratios of longitudinal radius to beam

were 38.3 and 20, and the load-resistance ratios at the
best angle of trim were found to be 10 and 16 percent high-
er, respectively, than that of a plane surface. The trim-
ming moment shout the t~ailing edge and the height of the
spray were reduced.

Tank tests of N,A.C,A. model 11-A demonstrated the
superiority of a straight profile for the planing bottom
of a flying boat over t-he convex profile of N.A.C.A. mod-
el 11 in regard to wat-er resistance (reference 2). Tests
of a model of the U.S. Navy PH-1 flying boat (reference 3)
showed that a small downward drop or ‘fhooktlat the step
caused the resistance of this hull to he slightly lower.
A logical extension o“f these tests is the investigation of
a model in which a generally concave profile of the plan-
ing bottom would bc compared with a straight profile. Ac-
cordingly, a concave planing bottom was fntroducod into
lJ.A,C,A. model 11-C and the resulting form was tested in
the N.A.C.A. tank as model 11-B.

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

Figure 1 shows the form of model 11-B and that of
11-C, to which its performance is later compared. hlodel
11-C was designed to be generally similar to N.A.C.A. mod-
el 11-A (reference 2), the essential differences leing in
the form of ihe forebody ahead of the flat planing bottom
and the introduction of a small transverse flat at the
keel.

Yorward of station 3, models 11-B and 11-C are iden-
t-ical. Aft of station 3, the lines in the profile of
model 11-3 become “concave, their curvature decreasing
slightly toward the step. At the step, these lines are 1
inch below their corresponding positions on mo el 11-C$
and are tangent tm a line at an angle of 4-1/2 with the
model base line, The afterbody is identical with that of
model 11-C but is drop~>ed bodily as indicated in figure 1
to maintain the same depth of’ step in both cases. Thus ,
comparative tests of the two forms show the effects of
planing bottom curvature alone.
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The offsets for model 11-3 are given in table I. _Th.e
model was constructed of mahogany, close tolerances being
maintained with the offsets given in the table. Several
coats of gray enamel were applied to the surface which was
carefully sanded and rubbed bctweon successive coats.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The I?.A.C.A. tank in which the tests were made Is de-
scribed in reference 3. The model suspension and the
method of applying the resistance force to the dynamometer
are described and shown diagrammatically in reference 4.
The device used for measuring the trimming moment differs
from that previously described in that the model is held
at the trim angle desired by a very stiff–cali%rat~d
spring. A moment imposed on the model rotates it slightly
within the tolerance allowed on angle-of trim (+o.~”).
The resulting deflection of the spring is measured by a
dial gage and the trimming moment in pound-foot is o%-
tained from a calibration curve;

Q

.*

!I!hetests were made by the ‘lgeneralll method (custom-
arily referred to in the past as the llcomplete‘-method)
whereby the performance of a given form is investigated
over a wide range of possible loadings. The resistance,
draft, and trimming moment are measured for all speeds,
loads, anti angles of trim that might be of interest.

The test schedule for model 11-B was shortened to ob-
tain data only in the neighborhood of tho hump speed., usu-
ally a critical point in the take-off, and at planing
speeds between speed coefficients of 4.5 to 7.0. l?he
loads applied correspond to load coefficients at rest df
from approximately 0.28 to 0.60. Only trim angles near
the optimum were included. Photographs were taken at in-
tervals for the purpose of study~ng the spray. . .-.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Test Data

The resistance and trimming moment obtained from the
towing tests of model 11-B are “ylotted against speed in
figures 2 to ‘7 for various constant angles of trim. !Fhe
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trim aigle T is the inclination of..the model base line to
the horizontal. The resistance is the water resistance
plus the air drag of the above-water portion of the hull,
the air drag of the towing gear te.ing deducted. The rof-
eronce point for tho trimming moments is the center of
moments shown on figure 1. Following tho usual aerodynam-
ic convention, tail-heavy moments are considered positive.

Best-Angle Curves

Comparisons with other models at the same angle-of
trim are likely to be misleading because the nannor of in-
troducing the curvature has changed th”e effective trim
angle of t-hue~leming bottom. Tho effect-of.trim angle,
ho!vever, may be eliminatedby comparisons at tho optimum
ankle of trim To “for any load and speed. In order to
effect this, cros,s plots of resistance and moment were .
prepared from figures 2 ~o 7 at various sp~eds. From .
these cross plots the” ~inimum resistance, the angle at
whid.h it occ”urs; a~id t-he triaming moment existing at that
angle were found’ for “the various lotids. The values thus
obtained were then converted to nondimensional coeffi-
cients, based on Froude~s law of model similitude. These
coefficients are defined as follows”:

Speed coefficient, CV.= —,,
.. k -.”.,

A

.,

where

.

Load coefficient, CA = w+

Resi.stance ;coefficient , CR = ~
,.. wb

Trimming-mome;t coefficient, CM = x= ‘
., ., w-b

v is speed, f.p.s.

.2, load, lb. .,

R, resistance, lb.

M, trimming moment, lb.-ft-.

b, he.am of hull, ft. “’

1

●

.

—
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g> acceleration of grayity, 52.2 ft. per Socga

w’, specific weight of water, 13, per cu. ft.

(w for water in the tank at the timo of the test =
63.5 13. por cu.ft.)

Any consistent units may, of course, be onployed in
place of those given.

The resistance coefficients CR at ‘oest trim angle,

the best trim angle To ‘ and the trimming-moment coeffi-
cient c:~ at the best trim angle are plotted againstt speed
coefficient Cv in figures 8, ?, and 10, resp6ctivoly.

Theso figures remresent the characteristics of the-hull
under the condit~ons for the most favorable take-off.

Comparison with Model 11-C

The characteristics of model 11-3 given in figures 8,
9, and 10 may be conparcd with the corresponding charac-
teristics of model 11-C by cross plots against load coeffi-
cient at several representative values of speed coeffi-
cient. Thoso cross Flots are shown infiguros 11 and 12.

$llsistance,- In figure 11 the load-resistance ratios,
A/R, 0-, of the two forms a-tiecompared.. At the_,
hump speed, usually a critical point in the take-off, the
difference in form appears to have little. or no “effect, but
at (jV= 3.2 “i;?.C A/R of model 11-3 is appreciably ‘higher,

indicating that” after the maximum has been reached, the
resistance of 11-B falls off more sharply than. that of
11-C. At Cv = 4.5 the differences are again small but-

at the higher planing speeds there is a definite gain in
A/R, as shown ?n the “curves at Cv + 6.5, the increase
being from 10 to 15 porcont.

Tests of model 11-C with various angles of afterbody
keel show that a similar reduction in kigh-spee& resistance
may be obtained by the use of a larger angle of afterlody
keel, presumably because of a decrease in the frictional
resistance that is caused by th,e afterbody leing wetted by
water from the step. The docroased resistance of model
11-B might then he attributed to the increase in the clear-
ance of the afterbody given by its down--cur—v6d fore=d~y”
rather than to an improvement in the form of the planing., —. ..—
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bottom, since at these .spdeds the tiurvatuz?e of that part
of the forehody actually ir] the water is small.

Best angle.- As indicated in tigure 12, the best trim—-——-
of model 11-3 is from 2° to 2.5° lower than that of 11-C
for all speeds and loads. Whether .this reduction is de-
sirable depends on tha angle of wing settin~ and on the
resulting unloading of the hull in.a specific application.
The lower best trim angle indicates that the ‘ieffectivei~
angle of the planing ‘bottom has been increased by the man-
ner ‘in which tho curvature has bceri added.

Moments.- Figure 32 shows that, although the- best...-———
trim angle has been reduced, the maximum positive and high-
speed negative valu~s of CM have been increased over
thoso for the straight fbre%ody. The curvr3s at Cv = 3.0
show, “howover, that the positivo humps in the moment curves
drop off more sharply after tho maximum value has bson
reached. T~~~ relat-i~~ magnitudes and t-ho signs of the
trimming-moment coefficients dopond, of.co~lrso, on th~ cen-
ter of moments to which they are referred but the relative
vertical positions of the curves will remain the same.

$rray nattern.- The height and volume of spray thrown
*

from the forebody of model 11-B are, in general, less than
those from model 11-C. The reduction parallels Sottorfis 5

,tobmvations of a concave planinfl plate and extends that
found in going from a convex to a straight planing bottom
on a hull (rofcrence 2). Typical photographs taken durind
the tests of 11-B and 1.1-C are shown in figure 13. Because
of the d.ifforent geometry of the forms referred to tho trim
base line, the patterns are contrasted with each hull near
its optimum trim rather than at tho same trim. The upFer
four pictures show tho spray near t“ho hum~speed for a very
heavy loadicg (CA = 0.55). Modol 11-B a~pcars to run c_on-

sidorably clcanor. The two lowor views contrast tho hulls
under conditions near the got-away speed. Here, the plan
form of tho spray from 11-B appears to spread over a wider
area although no groat difference i.nheight was noted, In
neither case wotzld t-ail surfaces in t-ho usun,l positions bo
seriously wetted.

T.ongitudinal Sta%ility

In order to obtain information concerning longitudinal
stability while in r.otion, tests were made with the modol
free to trim both at constant speo~ and in accelerated no-

tion. In these tests the modoS was pivoted at the center

.

a
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of moments shown in figure 1 and the wing lift was applied
by the hydrovane device described in reference 3. The nod-
81 was assumed to represent tho hull of a flying boat and
was tested under tho following loading conditions: --—-

Full size ~tO d~l

Full load Gross load, lb. ‘15,000 90.2
Get-away speed, f.p.s. 100.0 42.8

Light load Gross load, lb. 11,000 66.2
~ei-atiay speed, f.p.s. 85.5 36.5.-—. -—.—

Linear-scale ratio 5.5

During runs at constant speed, the model showed a
tendency to “porpoise” at speeds slightly above the hump.
This instability usually limits the range ovor which froe-
to-trim tests are conducted on hulls of conventional form.”
As it is not very marked during accoloratod motion, it is
not considered to %0 dangerous.

During accelerated runs simulating take-offs and land-
ings for both loadtng conditions, no instability appeared
that could not. be contro13.ed by slight damping in rise and
pitch. Although dynamic conditions were not truly repfie= -
sented to scale, it is inferred from the behavior of con-
ventional models under similar conditions that the concave
“profile of model 11-3 does not induco undesirable oscilla-
tions in smooth water.

!llheuse of greater curvature of the bottom, however,
should be approached with caution, Sottorf (referenco 1)
otserved an increase in longitudinal instability, particu-
larly in disturled water, with the increase in curvature
of planing surfaces? In addition, the Bureau of Aeronau-
tics, Navy Department, has stated that an excessivo local
“hook!’ in the region of the step (greater than one half of
1 percent of the beam) is l“ikely to result in uncoiitrolla.”
blc bouncos in take-off and landing. From this experience
with sharp hooks, it is believed that a greater” gffneral
concavity than that found on model 11oB would result in
objectionable performance in rough seas.

.. —.-.

. .
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

ITO. 545

The longitudinally concave planing bottom of model
11-B had the following effects on the performance at best
trim angles as compared with model II-C! vhose planing bot-
tom is longitudinally straight:

1. The A/R ratios at the hump speed and at tko
lowor planing speeds were changed by only small amounts.

2. The A/R ratios at high planing speeds wore. in-
creased somewhat.

3. The begt ar.gles of trim were reduced, in general,
approximately 2 .

4. The maximum positive moments and the negative mo-
ments at high speeds were increased.

5. The height and volume of spray were reduced.

The comparisons made would undoubtedly have shown
greater differences had the concavity of model 11-B been
more pronounced. There are, however, practical limits to
the degree of curvature that might be employed in an ac-
tual hull. So~torf found that the instability of planing
surfaces increased Wit-D the curvature. In addition, sharp-
er curvature, particularly if it accelertied toward the
step, would increase the separation .of the. air flow whero
the forobody and aftorbody Join, thus tending to incroaso
the drag in flight.

Tank tmsts of planing surfaces haviag V cross sec-
tions in addition to longitudinal concavity are planned by
the Committee to ascertain whether the effects fo-~nd by
Sottorf on surfaces having flat cross sections would ex-
tend. to the V Secti-ons used in practice on s~aplaues.
The results of these tests will possibly indicate a moro
favorable method”of utilizing the properties of this type
of planing bottom than that used in model 11-B.

b

●

Langley Momoria,l Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Yield, Vs.., April S, 1935,
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0~fset6for N.A.C.A. ModelEo~ li-~ Flying-Boat ENl (Inchee)
L

Distance from base line Half breadtha

Dia- . —

s.ta- tance Keel B1 B2 B3 ~4 B5 Main Oove Upper Main Cove Upper

tlon from 11.% ~aoo ~.50 6.00 7.50 ~~~~
ml ~z m WL4 WL5

chine chine chine %2.% 11.00 9.50 8.03 6.!xl
F.P.

.F.P. Q:o_ : $.00 4.00’ 0.15

1/2 I 2.4 –9.17 5.90 5.29 2.0’7 Q.52 1.16
4.8 10.85 8.20 6.6Z- 6.34 3.53 0.73 1&4.&g2

_;+ ! 7.2 11,87 9.72 8.12 7.24 7.18 4.67
12.52 10.76

0%64 1.67 3.15
2 9.6 9.27 8.27 j 7.87 5.59 0.16 1.30 2.74 6.I.3
3 1- 13.21~2.Ql lo.= _&~3 9..y I 6.90

T

.93 2.76 5.10-.—
4 194 13.4.7~—> 11.80~. 93’m 1$ W-24 7..yl
5 124.0 13.64~---+ 12.30 11.@o. 93 10.34L10.12 8.17—. ——.. .—

<-Elements of statione

; “*”81

‘$l&36
Straight lines from here aft

8.40

::+-4<+g-
10.57 8.48

8 10.85 8.53

9 4>2 14:63 11.18 8.%

150010.3’.$8.0 .L._,. 11.55 _ 8.% ___

~48. O 414.44 10.%3 8.53

11 i52.8 113.97 10.51 8.50 ‘ -

12 I57,3 “~7-,-5i”lDistence from center line 10.22 9.28 9.16 8.10 .8.10 8.40-

13 (plane of sjmmotry) to
.-—- .— —.

62.4 113.04 E22 8.63 8.1$ 6.97 6.9’7 8.11.

14 67.2 1~.sg

- t

buttock (mction of hull 10.54 8.27 7.x$!5.07 5.07 7.68

15 72.0 12.11 surface made by a verti- 11.10 8.17 6.4 2.59 2.59 6.77

S:I?. 76.0
[11.74 cd plane parallel to

*8.24_
‘11.’728.22 .20 .20

pleue of aymuetry)
16 .7’6.% 8.&4_ 5.71 5.’78

17 81.6 6.91 5.06 4.61

18 86.4 5.77 4.46 3.31

19 91.2, 4.64 3.91 1.90

.23 96.0 p 3.EO 3.39 .40
— .—— —..

aDistance. from baee line

to water line (8ec-

tion of hall surface

made by a horizontal

plane parallel to

lxi6e line)

1,
,,
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Figure 2.- Resistance and trimning moment. Trim angle, ~ = 0°
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Figure 7.. Resistance and trirmning
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Figure 11.- Effect of concave planing bottom on L/R
at best trim angle.
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Model 11-3

16.4 f.p.s.,r= 7°,AE Im lbO

20.6
f.p. s.,

-r- p,

A=
100 lb.

45.2
f.p. s.,

T= 00,

Am
10 lb.

H& 13

Model11-C

15.3 f.p.8., T= 9°,~= 100 lb.

18.9
f.p. s.,

T= go,

A=
100 Ib.

45.0
f.p. o.,

T=*,

Am
10 lb.


